In §3, under more general additional conditions using bounded linear functionals we shall get the generalized Martin's theorem, which includes the cases of Bergman L3], Martin [15] and others [17] , [19] , [20] . A. Fuks [6] , [7] , [8] and others. For our purpose, the quantity Çl*-2Xz) and "the method of minimum integral"
[3], [7] are used effectively.
In the case of C , the asymptotic behaviors of the Bergman kernel function kAz, z) and related biholomorphic invariants about a boundary point ¡3 of a domain D such that the Levi determinant Licp) is positive at Q have been studied minutely by S. Bergman [l] and B. A. Fuks [6] , [7] , [8] . But in the case of C" in > 3), few results are known (see Chalmers [4] , iiör-mander [9] ). On the asymptotic behaviors of the curvatures of a bounded domain D in C" about a boundary point Q at which D is strictly pseudoconvex globally representable [4] and has the normal analytic hypersurface h (through Q) lying entirely outside itself, in §7 we shall prove that, using a sort of domains of comparison due to B. Chalmers [4], Rpiz; u) i=RDiz; u, v)), CAz; u) and S Az) tend to -2/in + 1), -1 and -tz via an z4-approach:
z -, Q, respectively.
In §8, some results recently obtained by K. Kikuchi [12] with respect to the Ricci scalar curvature as an application of the theorem of E. Hopf are extended. In §9, using the minimum problem with the condition that Q(z, z) = Qiz) a kDiz, 7) e S. and DkzF(z, z) = Dkzx F(z, z) = (Dz x fpq(z, z)).
if we define the contracted £th power of an n x 1 vector zz = (zz., ..., u )
as it holds that, for a scalar function fiz, z),
The total differential of a matrix function Fiz, z) (r x s type) is defined by dFiz, z) = dzF + d*Fä lDzF)idz x E¿ + idz* x Er)iD*F),
where dz = idz,, ..., dz )T and E denotes the k x k unit matrix.
In ft
In the following, we shall use some available formulas with respect to matrices, derivatives and differentials without proof [12] , [16] given by K(<D*Í>)~ lQ*<f>D(z) and det ($*<í>) ¿ 0 (see [3] ).
Now, we will follow the procedure of the proof essentially due to Martin [15] . Lemma 3.1. We consider the case that Qiz, z) = 0 in D.
where (3.9)
kij~ kD.if1' t) and T= Tp(t, t).
In particular, under K(2) a (0, E ) we have
(ii) Under £(2)/= if it), DJ(t)u) = K(2) = (0, 1) we have (3.11) A°Hi) = tfXu) = l/ku*Tu. 
we have (4.11) and thus (4.12). Thus we get (4.28).
Since TxT and T 2 ß are relatively invariant under BH(D) [10], [13]
, [14] and lDzw]2E"n = ^nJ-Dzw^2 holds, then it follows from (4.28) that lp Xz) is relatively invariant under BHiD). (ii) // A and B are homogeneous domains of comparison of a bounded domain D, then we have, for z e A, (6.6) (72 + 1)(1 -^z\ys2(zz, u)) < CD(z; u)<(n+ 1)(1 -v/AA/2(u, u)) and (6.1) 72(72 + lXl -*¥A ") < SD(z) < n(n + l)(l -V/VA 8).
Here and in the following, v denotes (n + 2)/(« + 1). Proof. Using Corollary 6.1, Lemma 7.2, (5.11) and (5.17), we conclude (7.11), (7.12) and (7.13), since R°ff, R*'ß', R_( and R{ are biholomorph- given by K. H. Look [14] and an extension of this theorem using the minimum problem. Proof. Let Myy (z, t) be the minimizing function with the condition Q(z, z) = 0 and K(2) = (A., A A, and F(z) be a holomorphic mapping AD(z, T)f(z) e £2(D), then by (3.8), (3.9) and the Riesz's theorem for bounded linear functionals, we have (10. 3) fo F(z) x m£<2>*(z, t)czaf(t)Aï-fl(t)T-\kl0A*k-l-A*), where f\(t) = DJ it) and T = T Dit, T). Setting (A j, A2) = (0, T pit, t)) (this is possible since /(z) = TAt, T)z belongs to £,Q TAD)), we have /*/j = T* U MpEniz, t) x F*iz)a>z fD Fiz) x MpR"%, t)<ojT.
For an arbitrary 72 x 1 vector u, we have, by the Schwarz inequality, <kM2u*TikT)~1 Tu = M 2u * Tu.
